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MARKET REPORT

“There is hardly anything in the world that some man cannot make a 

little worse and sell a little cheaper, and the people who consider 

price only are this man's lawful prey.”

John Ruskin, English Writer and Art Critic 1819-1900. 

September 2019

The key date is the 21st of 

September – the Munich Oktober-

fest starts. On this day at noon, 

Munich’s mayor marks the 

opening of the first beer 

barrel and the commen-

cement of the 16-days 

folk festival with the 

phrase “O’zapft is” (“It 

is tapped”). Munich 

residents and visitors 

are already looking 

forward to wear their 

fancy Dirndls and 

Lederhosen. And we 

are looking forward to 

special delicacies such 

as giant pretzels, radish, roasted chickens, 

freshly smoked fish, funnel cake, the tradi-

tional Bavarian cheese “Obatzda” – and, of 

course, to the world’s best beer. Luckily, 

the beer has been brewed in accordance 

with the German purity law (“Reinheits-

gebot”) for centuries in Bavaria. Beer may 

only contain what it is supposed to contain: 

hops, barley malt, yeast and water. Besides, 

we have the same principles – food cans 

of Paul M. Müller do only contain what’s 

printed on the outside. No hidden addi-

tives. In order to guarantee that we always 

keep our “purity promise”, we further rein-

forced our quality assurance department. 

Read yourself what else is happening on 

the market. Let’s meet at the Oktoberfest!

OUR Headquarters
The files are stored (although we have almost accomplished the change to a 

paperless office), the computers are working and the telephones are ringing. 

Proper planning is the key. The move to our new home just outside of the gates 

of Munich is done. Here some impressions for those who want to know how our 

new headquarters in the Raiffeisenallee 5, D-82041 Oberhaching look like. 
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Keep CALM!
The production of canned food is procee-

ding very slowly in Northern as well as in 

Southern Italy. The delay of the tomato 

harvest is negatively affecting the available 

quantities. According to market experts, the 

situation is particularly tense in the south 

of the country. Apparently, the producers 

could only proceed 13 percent of the fore-

cast quantity in August (in contrast to 26% 

in August 18). Luckily, the tomatoes have a 

good quality. The market participants hope 

for a better late harvest – provided that 

the weather cooperates. In Northern Italy, 

approximately 650.000 MT have been pro-

ceeded so far. The field yields fall short of 

expectations. Yet, the average Brix value is 

4.85 ° and the quality is good. However, it 

is currently not possible to meet the fore-

casts. “There are not enough raw products 

available.” A look on the fields reveals that 

there are still tomatoes ripening, however, 

too late. The pro-

ducers of barrel 

goods are already 

trying to buy pro-

ducts among 

one anot-

h e r , 

since they are worried about not being 

able to fulfil the programmes. Some of 

the farmers in Northern Italy have already 

withdrawn the offers made prior to the 

harvest. The producers are now awaiting 

the further development of the production 

before they start to sell their goods. This 

causes a lot of nervousness as regards the 

prices. PMM keeps calm. We are currently 

in a typical seller’s market. Therefore, we 

expect slightly higher prices in September. 

We consider it dubious guesswork to hope 

for lower prices in October.

We do agree with this motto! Particularly, 

as regards the great wine year 2018 in 

Italy. The Unione Italiana Vini (UIV) is full 

of praise. Thanks to the excellent harvest, 

Italy has the opportunity to optimize its 

exports after a very difficult previous year 

2017. Quantitatively, the country produced 

less wine in 2018 (-8%, 19.8 million hecto-

litres). However, Italy was able to export 

more expensive wines. In 2018, the country 

exported wine at a record level of 6.2 billion 

euros (+3.3% compared with the previous 

year). We are glad to assist in increasing the 

exports, since we love the so called farmer’s 

wines and arranged our offer accordingly. 

The supply of wine is always secured, stable 

and we offer it for a fair price. The 2-litre 

bottle with screw cap is our favourite for 

warm summer nights – no matter whether 

red or white. Perfectly suited for large 

kitchens, canteens and garden restau-

rants but also for a private party at home; 

and also delicious as Sangria or mulled 

wine. The alcohol content of both varieties 

is 10%. The total acidity of the red wine is 

4.5 g/l (white wine 4.8 g/l). Both wines have 

an elegant bouquet and a round, balanced 

taste. 

SAVE WATER, drink wine

https://paulmmueller.com/en/glossar/#sellers-market


Attention: additives in tuna must be de-

clared! In order to increase the drained net 

weight, some producers add, for example, 

vegetable broth. This way, they need less 

fish and this opens up a high saving poten-

tial. This is allowed but must be declared. 

When comparing the prices, the customer 

should have a close look on the label and 

verify the ingredients via laboratory ana-

lysis, under certain circumstances. Paul M. 

Müller has never adopted those business 

practices and offers only tuna without ad-

ditives. PMM provides exact information on 

the ingredients, the place of production, 

the fishing zone and the fishing method. 

PMM obtains its high-quality tuna mostly 

from the fishing zones 71 (Pacific, Western 

Central) and 34 (Atlantic, Eastern Central). 

You will find the worldwide classification 

of the fishing zones according to the Food 

and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) here.

BREAKING NEWS: 

Declaration NEEDED

Concentrated QA POWER
As of now, Rudolf Winter reinforces the 

quality assurance department of Paul M. 

Müller. His motto: “quality means that the 

customer returns and not the product”. We 

fully agree with the statement of the expe-

rienced food technologist. Mr. Winter has 

been working in the food industry for 40 

years. More than the half of that time, he 

worked in the quality assurance and certifi-

cation departments of big companies. PMM 

is glad about the know-how and expertise 

of the former expert of the DLG, Frankfurt 

(German Agricultural Association) who is 

in retirement “for reasons 

of age” now but can’t help 

doing his work. As replace-

ment for an employee in 

parental leave, he is re-

sponsible for the quality 

management at PMM 

and, as former member 

of the Expert Committee Nutri-

tion, Quality Management & Food Law of 

the BLL (Berlin), he supports us with his vast 

knowledge. 

Rudolf Winter

Credit: FAO 

https://paulmmueller.com/en/glossar/#fishing-methods-tuna
https://paulmmueller.com/en/glossar/#fishing-areas
https://paulmmueller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/PMM-Fanggebiete_EN.pdf
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INTERVIEW 

„Taking Care of Everything“

PMM: Mr. Stegmayr, Inntaler Transporte and 
Paul M. Müller have been working together 
for decades already. The collaboration was 
established by the senior bosses of both 
companies. What was the biggest challenge 
then?

Markus Stegmayr

The collaboration of both companies was 
established at the end of the 1970s. Since 
then, PMM has kept us quite busy. Initially, 
we had only few trucks on the road. Yet, due 
to the increased demand for cargo space, we 
received more and more transport orders; 
and we were absolutely determined to fulfil 
them and expanded our vehicle fleet in the 
course of the years.

But you were glad about this development, 
weren’t you?

Of course! My father told me that a very 
positive aspect was that both companies 
really established mutual trust and respect 
based on the years of cooperation. The 
orders of Paul M. Müller have always been 
our priority. We did not accept other trans-
port orders as long as we had not fulfilled 
the order of Paul M. Müller from South Italy, 
although it would have been tempting to 
transport, for example, new potatoes in May 
and June for twice as much profit. In return, 
Paul M. Müller, still managed by the senior 
boss Heinz Schneidawind then, remained 

loyal towards us during the winter months 
and in poor order situations. He gave us 
orders, although he could have found 
cheaper transport companies.

Do you remember a time when the partner-
ship was put to the test?

No, I don’t. Of course, Paul M. Müller has 
also other transport service providers and 
we transport the goods of other customers. 
Anything else would be unreasonable – 
and the present situation proves that both 
companies are surely not unreasonable.

Since 2004, you have managed Inntaler 
Transporte. What do you do differently and 
better?

I have always upheld our company philo-
sophy “fast, reputable, reliable”. However, 
apart from this, I’ve changed almost every- 
thing since then. The transport business has 
completely changed since the beginning of 
the new millennium and Inntaler needed to 
change with it to remain competitive. We 
did a great job in this respect.

What is your favorite cargo?

Sense of achievement! Our priority is to 
satisfy customers such as Paul. M. Müller and 
enjoy their trust, since they know that we 
take care of everything.

Thank you for the interview.

More than just a good team - Paul M. Müller and the Austrian 
transport specialist Inntaler Transporte from Wörgl/Tyrol. During 
the interview with PMM, Markus Stegmayr who runs the company in 
second generation reveals what is behind this partnership.
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Although we rate the sources we use as being reliable, we cannot accept any liability for the information 
provided here being complete or correct.

PMM's preparations for the ANUGA are in full swing. 
We look forward to meet you in Cologne.


